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Ronbow® Introduces Contemporary & Customizable
MARCO Collection by Ramon Esteve
Bath Furnishings Co. Debuts Signature Series Collection
in Collaboration with Renowned Spanish Designer
FREMONT, CALIF. — Northern California-based luxury bathroom furnishings manufacturer
®
Ronbow introduces MARCO, a new bathroom suite collection of vanities, LED mirrors and
cabinets by designer Ramon Esteve. The MARCO collection emphasizes strong linear design
throughout, focusing on essentials rather than embellishments. MARCO is part of the new
Signature Series by Ronbow, a diverse collection of extreme quality and refined luxury with
globally trendsetting bathroom products designed by the world’s premier artists, designers and
design firms. The Signature Series brings together 11 new collections from nine top European
designers under one single brand.
Ramon Esteve’s work has been published in over a hundred books and magazines. Esteve
founded his studio in 1991 as a place where architects and designers could work together to
develop projects that reflect a sense of harmony, serenity and timelessness. He collaborates with
prestigious brands and is a popular speaker at design conferences and lectures at the
Polytechnic University of Valencia School of Architecture.
“In creating MARCO, I was inspired by the broad horizontal lines that are found in the landscapes
of the interior of the Iberian Peninsula – the same ones that convey calmness and serenity at
sunset,” said Ramon Esteve, designer of MARCO. “The concept of the furniture design and
bathroom elements preserves the idea of ancient basins which are characterized by a wood or
metal structure that supports a porcelain sink. These same elements, with a contemporary
proportion and formal simplicity, are the essence of this collection.”

From left to right: 1) Vanity paired with drawer and an integrated towel bar, trough style sinktop and
unique full-size drain cover plate. 2) Vanity wood drawer organizers with woven drawer liner.
3) Matching side cabinet in white with bronze metal frame legs.
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Ramon Esteve Architectural & Design Studio: Valencia, Spain

The MARCO vanity aesthetic is comprised of a square-tube steel frame base finished in bronze.
A 7-1/8" thick geometric trough style sinktop rests in perfect alignment on the structure. Right
angles, crisp lines and spaces create the architectural details, which follow the designer’s concept
throughout the collection. The sinktop includes a removable basin-floor drain cover, which makes
the water look as if it’s disappearing. Touch-activated LED mirrors create a similar “floating” effect
with integrated LEDs which illuminate around the mirror’s perimeter. Other MARCO components
include side and wheel cabinets. All pieces possess a strong horizontal emphasis that can be
adapted to existing bathroom spaces of different sizes and styles – in homes, offices or
restaurant spaces.

MARCO Bath Suite: Console with trough style sinktop, drawer and integrated towel bar with
matching side cabinets and LED mirror that illuminates from top to bottom.

“MARCO allows consumers to customize their design with a minimalist approach,” said Stuart
Stanton, executive vice president at Ronbow. “The design materials reinforce its contemporary
character by using a combination of wood, metal and white solid surface sinktops. The collection
is a beautiful play of contrast that brings a new and exciting approach to bath furniture design.”
The MARCO vanity frame, offered in two sizes, is created by orthogonal lines in Dark Bronze
powder coated metal. The 31" vanity base, which can be paired with an optional 29" Dark Bronze
metal towel bar for more storage, includes a single faucet trough style matte white solid surface
sinktop. In addition, MARCO features five minimalist storage solution configurations for the 63"
vanity frame base. This includes the base paired with a German manufactured 30" full-extension,
soft-close drawer (with woven drawer liner and organizers) in Oak Toscana, a 30" Dark Bronze
metal towel bar or a 60" towel bar. Two 63" sinktops are offered in matte white solid surface:
single faucet trough style with large countertop space and double faucet trough style, creating a
double vanity.
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Matching components include LED touch-activated mirrors with Oak Toscana and Dark Bronze
powder coated metal frames, offered in 31" and two 63" variations – one with a shelf ledge for
storage and one without. The mirrors are integrated within a rectangular frame which conceals
the light, illuminating the top and bottom. Side cabinets finished in White with a Dark Bronze
powder coated metal legs base are offered in various sizes, all with a soft-close door with finger
pull. The 33" versions are available in narrow and wide widths, each with one fixed wood shelf,
and the 49" tall side cabinet (also available in narrow and wide widths) includes two fixed wood
shelves. Finally, an Oak Toscana wheel cabinet provides mobile storage, fitting perfectly under
the vanity frame to save space. It features two full-extension, soft-close drawers with finger pulls,
woven drawer liner, wood drawer organizers and concealed locking wheels.
®

About Ronbow
®
For over a decade, Ronbow has been a leading global manufacturer and distributor of luxurious
bathroom furnishings. Known for their crafting of furniture and ceramics, with a keen attention to
detail, Ronbow selects the highest-quality hardwood and materials, putting each furniture piece
through a rigorous 10-step finishing process that is finalized with a comprehensive assembly
process. From rich traditional to classic contemporary and refined European collections, Ronbow
offers a multitude of styles and finishes to complement any design aesthetic. Their new Signature
Series features collections by some of the world’s leading design professionals, including Phoenix
Design, Kurz Kurz Design, Pininfarina, Ora Ito and Matteo Thun & Antonio Rodriguez. Ronbow
provides a variety of configurations, sizes and materials to inspire a unique, personalized
experience. For more information on Ronbow, please visit www.ronbow.com
About Ramon Esteve
Founder and Director of the Ramon Esteve studio, Ramon Esteve is the creative soul of the
organization. In 1991, Esteve founded the studio with the certainty that architecture was a global
discipline. The studio operates in the fields of architecture, interior and industrial design on an
international scale. Esteve holds a doctorate in architecture and has been a professor in the
School of Architecture at the Polytechnic University of Valencia since 2005. Esteve has taught in
the area of hotel design in the interior design Master program at the Cardenal Herrera University
since 2012.
For additional information and to arrange an interview with Ramon Esteve, please contact David
Schlocker at DRS and Associates: (818) 981-8210 davidrs@drsandassociates.com
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